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Dean Wilson Announces Fall Plans;
.GAPS Week Slated for October
... ~~
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lege. The position had been filled
by Dr. Roy Senour until the
Spring of 1981. when he moved
to a posjtion in the Counseling
Department. When a search in
the Spring of 198 J failed to find a
replacement, Dr. Senour split his
time between the Counseling and
Placement Offices.
Three of the candidates inter-
viewed for this position, during
both the Spring of 1981- and
Spring 1982 searches. were al-
ready members of the depart-
ment;Mr..William McLougbliD.-
Associate Director of Career Plan-
ning and Placement; Mr.' Richard
. Fein. Director of Corporate Place-
ment' and Dr. Carl liirsChner. As-
sistant to the...Dean. All expressed
_ disappointmenrat DOt being se-
lected. but say the)" are lOoting.
.' forward to workirig with Dr.~~'.'" .
. .Iano. . .... I .',.." ." . .
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Student Personnel Services has
filled four out of five open posi-
tions . within its department,
following nationwide searches. for
qualified candidates beginning in
the Spring semester. "We've got
the best people," said Henry
Wilson, Dean. of Students and
head of the Department of Stu-
dent Personnel Services.
The five positions advertised
were Director of Job Placement
and Career Planning, Director of
Evening Activities, Director of
Student Activities, Assistant
Director of Student. Activities and
Night'- Manager of' the Student
Center. The latter position has
been filled on a temporary basis-
The bottom line, however, ac- only.
cording to Dean Wilson,' is that PlacelDeat Positio. FiDaIy .....
"no student who ,wishes, to go· to,
graduate school and is ·otherwise .' The New. Director of Job~
qualifJed. ·to de so; should..",be· ment aDd· Career PJanniDgwillbe
" '. .1){. Denise.QmCeDare, formaly
.COIdiniled on fNlge '6. cohurm,4'., . .'. Placement.;Dir'ector· at 'Metcy'CeI-
Dr. HeIII'Y WIIIoR, Den of StudeRts.
By RolJert G. Lanoo
Board of Trustees' Votes 15-1 in Favor of·IDke
Dean of Students Henry Wilson
. has announced plans for the in-
auguration of Graduate and Pro-
fessional Schools (GAPS) week,
in October. The highlight of this
week' will be -two days of on-
campus presentations by major
college and universities.'
"This is' an attempt to con-
solidate and systemize efforts to
make available to our students op-
portunities to do graduate' and
professional studies, " Dean
Wilson said,
Colleges and schools, nation-
wide, have been sent information
packages regarding Baruch and its
students, according to Dean
Wilsen.· These packages cover
topics such as academic perfor-
mance levels per major, majors' made more aware of graduate and
offered by the college, and professional studies; and their ac-
average financial requirements. of eessability to them. It will· also
Baruch CoDegeshKIe~.· . . . bring college andprofesstonal
Dean.~. s8id mat. GAPS . school representatives jnto:one-
Week .will· serve' tWo .majOc pur- . to-one contact with Bartsch stu-
poses, '. ·BaiUch .stUckftt(wiIl'be': dents.
By ~chael Rani gan
,.
Despite the findings of a study of Tuition: A Study of the City been continued if tuition charges
which indicated that the reinstate- University of New York" and is were not imposed). The new tui-
ment ofa free tuition program based on figures gathered by tion levels triggered a State expen-
could mo~e effectively meet State Rothbard during the test year of diture of S57.5 million in Tuition
and City requirements for SI8' the study (1979-80). The study Assistance Program (TAP)
· million in additional revenue to was conducted under the supervi- payments to eligible CUNY
support .-cUNY's 1982-83 sion of a Tuition Study Commit- . students and a Federal allocation
operating budget, Board of tee consisting of nine higher of '33 million in Basic Educa-
Trustees members instead "0100 to education experts and community tional Opportunity Grants, direct-
increase tuition in order to comply leaders, including Dr. Lawrence ly attributable to tuition.
· ~th government demands. Podell of Baruch. "The State and Federal govern-
The 15 to I vote in favor of the "For every SI.00 collected in ment therefore had to expend at
.increase was Cast at a meeting .of tuition revenue, at least $1.20 was least S99million so that $82.7
the Board, held on May 24, and . expended," Lowell said. "When million could be collected," said
came on the heels of a study free tuition was eliminated in 1976' Rothbard, who reviewed every
released,' by . the Committee for the excuse given-by government financial aid award to CUNY
· Publi(: Higher Education (CPHE)o{ficials-.was that the poticy was students during the .test period.
.~ on April 5 \Vw:~h:arg~,ed in favor too costly.. The st.udy documents . Rothbard also determined that
;;f,;' ofi~:free~tuitioii.~v~~·. he . fA.' .... . '$8S0000· .'. -~ by _.","'l~"'''
~:~~~tuitblc.·. .•...•..;.......•....:.'.: ...•...•.••.-~...••,;~~:=;-=.:~:.1:<~·:f~· .,~-~"~: ..:,.:'f~. ~.... c.
,.' creases m financial assistance for levelr students, City University, a1Iocated by' die" ·Stife:·ta'· the·:~·.'
,~ eligible students triggered by tui- 'the City. the State. and Federal Higher Education .SerVices Cor- . .
tion, are greater than the funds government. " poration for the processing of the
generated from tuition," Stanley In his study, Rothbard reported University's financial aid applica-
H. Lowell, CPHE Chairperson that $93.8 million was the total tions.
and a former Deputy Mayor. told revenue collected during the test Among the other costs examin-
a press conference held at the year, S82.7 million. representing ed in the study, are Guaranteed
Hotel Roosevelt to unveil the the additional funds resulting Student Loans (GSL), which
study's findings. from the imposition of tuition (a doubled in number and dollar
The study. prepared for the $110 general fee, generating SILl amounts since tuition was im-
CPHE QY budget analyst Richard million, had been previously posed. and projected interest sub-
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EDITORIAL
Act Now, or Pay Later





feeling throughout the ceremony.
Some of the graduates (?!) decid-
ed to ridicule, imitate, and insult
faculty and/or speakers on stage,
I understand that graduation
day is quite emotional, but there
was no call for the, infantile
behavior displayed on that day.
I cannot decide whether it is the
quality of students or the quality
of Baruch's administration that
disappoints me more.
Thank you for your time and




1st floor on 26th Street. One
breathes with all the gusto:ofa
newly beached fish, which is ap-
propriate, since one's .position in
the car is not unlike a sardines
final disposition in the can.
This overcrowding does not re-
sult from agressive students, late
for class, cramming their bodies
in just as the doors close. This
condensation of too many riders
into too small a space is standard
procedure. enforced by the atten-
dants whose uniforms have ad-
dled their humanity. They don't
keep you off for your own 'good;
they push you on to move you
out, like so many head of cattle.
What do they care? They're safe
on the ground, breathing freely.
Their simple, wholesome minds
are not filled with visions of
stalled cars or slipping cables.
Ms. Mikulsky, I put it to you
that whether or not these, your
minions care, you must. It's your
job. The elevators, as currently
run, are a scandal. If you don't
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As Director of, Campus Plan-.
ning and Facilities. you are re-
sponsible for how the elevators
are run. Question: When was the
last time you rode rush-hour on
the 23rd Street Local, or the 26th
Street Express? The reason I ask
is, your office is serviced by the
clean, uncrowded 24th Street
Line, which is to your typical Ba-
ruch elevator as San Francisco's
BART is to New York' s IRT.
San Fra nc isco doesn't pave
New York's traffic. A backlog of
bodies customarily clogs the lob-
by of theJ.3.1:d Street Bu ildi ng
and wptfles snakelike before the
vau n ted doors of 26th Street.
Such traffic conditions are not
easily negotiated, especially if
elevators are not programmed to
stop at appropriate floors (26th
Street). and not enough operators
are employed to keep enough ele-
vators running (23rd St.).
Above and beyond the injuri-
ous delay and frustration, there
is the insulting manner in which
students and teachers alike are
herded onto the cars without re-
gard for their safety or comfort.
Air gets scarce ill an overloaded
car enroute from the 19th to 1he
It's June 8th, less than one week
since the 1982 graduation. I
wanted to write the following
while the feelings are fresh and I
hope you will consider this for
September publishing.
After four generally posmve
years at Baruchv.I was let down at
the finale-the commencement
exercises for 1982. I could cite
numerous aggravations such as
my name being listed without the
"cum laude" notation; having
friends who are August graduates
not listed, but in attendance (by
instruction); and an embarrassing
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And speaking of the expedient use of money, let's take a look at the Student Personnel
Service Unit's efforts to fill five inter-departmental positions. (See story, page 1)
An Evening Director of Student Activities was hired without much problem. A Director
of Career Planning and Job Placement was also hired, allowing Dr. Roy Senour to finally
.return, full-time, to the Counseling Division. Recall that a nationwide search in 1981 had
failed to find a replacement, thus mandating a second search. In other words, it cost the
College twice as much to hire one person; it's nice to know we have that kind of money,
And now, history is repeating itself.
The search for a Night Manager of the Student Center was unsuccessful, and Dean
Wilson decided to fill the empty position, on a temporary basis, with an employee from
SEEK. It is possible that a second search for a permanent Night Manager will be initiated
within the year; .once again, twice the cost is needed to fill one spot. "
Dean Wilson feels there may have been negative connotations associated with the job
title and description, representing typical Baruch 20-20 hindsight. Had the,"negative con-
notations" beendiscovered before 'the searcti 'began, it may have been possible to find the
right candidate ~the'first 'time around. ' __
Mach to no one's great surprise, the search for a Director and Assistant Director of Stu-
dent Activities resulted in the retention of Gar! Aylman and Debra Bick. It is nice to know
that a nationwide search found no people better qualified for the positions than the very
people already in them; however, how much money could have been saved had the search
been waived to begin with?
Welcome back to Baruch. We are sure your "yeaming for learning" bas returned, and
that you are ready for another semester of work. Getting here this semester, however,
meant digging a little deeper into your pocket to find "that extra $150.
Unfortunately, too many students will simply shrug, say "you can't fight City Hall,"
and pay the increased amount. However, when a study is released which reveals not only
that the increase is unnecessary, but that a system of free tuition is more cost effective, it
is time for more decisive action and less shoulder shrugging.'
A rally held last spring in Albany, to fight the tuition hike, was attended by an embar-
rassingly low number of Baruch students, despite the fact that transportation was
provided, free of charge. It is hard to believe that so few students are willing to take an
active role in an issue which is of great importance to them. We, (lS students, cannot
afford to let the cost of tuition rise any higher than it already has.
The Committee for Public Higher Education (CPHE) should be applauded for proving
that free tuition is not an unattainable goal, but a viable alternative to the present system.
Their work alone is not enough. What is needed, desperately, is student response to the
issue. The University Student Senate, University Faculty Senate., CPHE and CUNY Board
of Trustees need to hear from students; not just four or five students, but many. Get to it!
In the game of international power politics. individual citizens are shifted back and forth like
pawns, as often as the whims of governmental policy dictates. More often than not. these moves
show no signs of pragmatism. but are instead merely gestures to the rest of the world. ,
With draft registration. the administration hoped to send a message to both foes and allies. In the
case of the former (particularly the Russians) it was a signal that the U.S. would be in a position to
draft men into the armed forces at short notice. For her allies, the portent was one of reassurance of
strength through the portrayal of a populace ready to fight for their country.
But there are approximately 700.000 men who refuse to register to defend their country and its
interests. if necessary. They include Enten Eller, 20. who was recently convicted and sentenced be-
cause he refused to register on religious grounds. Benjamin Sasway, 21. is protesting what he de-
scribes as a trend toward militarism, that fuels the arms race and adversely impacts upon the exis-
tence of Third World countries.
The question here is one of conscience and the extent to which it can be allowed to dictate the
action of the individual in society. especially at a time when the administration views irs internation-
al prestige to be declining. ,
It is said tha t the U. S. is the paradigm of freedom. liberty and justice at work in a society. It is
these values that create the ironical situation _that has placed the Ellers and the Sasways in the
news.
While it is noble to serve God and country, it is equally noble to value human life; after all, both
efforts are somewhat intertwined. If the need to serve. for the defense of country could be
demonstrated by the administration. then it is quite possible that nonregistrants would see the issue
in a different light.
But alas. those chosen to lead have not only reneged on campaign promises. but they have also
pursued a foreign policy that is ri-fe with inconsistencies. on matters of a military nature. among
others.
Candidate Ronald Reagan opposed a system of registration while he was running for the presi-
dencv, but retained it once he had secured office. It is the same administration that opposed the
whe~t embargo placed on the Russians under the Carter regime in response to that country's
invasion of Afghanistan. that has tacitly supported Israel's excursion into Lebanon. The protection of
territorial interests remain the underlying motivation for these inconsistencies.
These approximately 700.000 young Americans who have chosen not to register. are saying that
they do not want to be a part of the great show of might. They do not want to be party to a deed that
might well sow the seeds of another Vietnam. They want to be true to their consciences.
The moot point. at this time is not whether it is right nor wrong. patriotic nor unpatriotic to'
register or not to register for a possible draft. The issue goes far deeper. The administration needs
to be consistent in its policy statements and actions. especially those that have a direct bearing on
military preparedness. Gestures must be carefully pondered; not merely made as emotional








When the Inspiration is There,
.Goals·Seem More Attainable
BUSINESS BITS:





What is your opinion?
w~ want to know!
2) Loss of income to non-profit and charitable organizations. -
This is probably the worst affect of the new tax proposal.
since it means people will have to give for the sake of giving,
and not for tax deductions. Many organizations depend main-
lyon the tax deductible gifts and donations that many "kind-
hearted" people give. Without these gifts, many organiza-
-tions will fold or cut back their work.
5) Taxable Pensions - Right now Social Security recipients and
government retirees receive their pensions tax free. The 150/0
flat rate as planned provides all citizens must pay taxes, re-
tired or not.
As you c~n~see. the flat rate tax bill. although being fairer to the
middle classes. is in many ways a dangerous piece of legislation
unless certain allowances are made. But even if these allowances.
are made. that would create loopholes and defeat the purpose of
the bill itself. ..
1 feel before such a radical change in the tax structure is made, a
reexamination of the end result should be made. New legislation
can"t work if it ends up hurting the people it was designed to help.
Can the newly proposed 15% flat tax rate be the antacid for
bracket creep indigestion. or is there another side of the coin that
W~ aren't being told about?
As a student paper, we represent your opinions ancI:views~TO .
do this; we need. to hear from you~:IfyOu have~·tO.
say, which you feel is importillt; write·it·down~~it to
The TIcker,· Box 3Ti,137E.22 St., N.Y~C., N.Y. 10010•.
'.,- .,,'./ ....~ ".f -~ ;.f,.lf';',," -. -: ,... ~i' .:'..: ~." ......~.. -
First. a little background:
In late 1981, a group of senators (mostly Democratic) led by New
Jersey's Bill Bradley thought up an idea that would be the tax
revolution the middle class has waited for since 1776. This panacea' .
consisted ofa 15% base rate that would come directly from gross
.~amings. No matter how much or how little one earned, one would
. pay a simple 150/0 flat rate. The clincher to this deal is the elimina- '.
tion of deductions•.exemptions, tax shelters and similar tax avoid.
ance schemeCThis way. corporations, as well as all members of
the income strata. would pay their fair share. It sounds like the
fairest way. Or is it? - .
I'd like to point out a couple of flaws in this plan and the
.problems these flaws could create.
I) Overtaxing the poor - A flat rate of 150/0 may be a relief to
those in the 30% tax bracket, but what about those in the
100/0 bracket? Their taxes will rise. Also this' new tax will pre-
sent a new burden to low income families with more than two
dependents. A head of household earning $10~OOOwith 3 de-
pendents would still have to fork over $1.500.
True. modifications must be made here. but the heavy burden
on the poor would always exist at the flat rate.·
of Thomas Gray's poem, "Elegy
Written in a Country
Churchyard,":
& 'Full many a gem ofpurest ray
serene,
The dark unfathom'd caves of
ocean bear;
Fullmany a flower was born to
blush unseen
And waste its sweetness on the
desert air"
However. no amount of negativ-
ity could overcome the hopes, the
anticipation of a good time and
the prior training of our mind.
Only sleep could save one from
this miserable. no good. bad
mouth individual, and a bacardi ,
and coke successfully accom-
plished the job. Lunch was
served and the meal was. deli-
cious. Come to think of it, East-
ern is a very decent airline. The
temperature was 8S degrees at
landing time. As the plane
touched the ground. the passen-
gers exploded in joy. It was a
symbolic moment. The midwest-
erner quickly mentioned that it
was'customary for the passengers
to express such feelings. He said,
"It happens on every landing."
At least there are things that call
be learned from our bigot friend.
As soon as it was safe to evacu-
ate the plane, the Baruchians
again put on their l, flying show.
This is the first of a three-apart
series whichwil/ center on the trip
to 'PuertoRico. '.Also, be on tbe:
lookout, in tne Stude"t Center '.
I~bby, for Qpho~o eihibit ti!ken
: by-students on .tbeexcursion:
By Eriek Alexander
By Wendell M. Faria
THE INTERNATIONAL OBSERVER:
Memoirs of a Pleasant Summer;
or, A Borneman in Puerto Rico
tremendously growing. Some of
us even dreamt about the trip.
This summer a group of sixty- Well, on D-day, at 6:15 a.m.,
four Baruchians decided to -es- Baruchians were ready to fly, and
cape to Puerto Rico; away from it was a very pretty scene. In all
the life of the big apple in the honesty one must say that .
hope of relieving the tensions Baruchians are a unique species of
created by the Academic year birds; they carry luggages, are
and the pressures of final exami- very affectionate and compas-
nations. The tour was organized sionate toward each other. It's a
by the Spanish Clubs, and flyers shame the cameras were. not yet
were all over the school. The price loaded; what a beautiful picture
was fair and affordable, at that would have been. It is almost
$268.20 fOT 7 days, hotels, two impossible to describe those
continental breakfasts, and fellow students rushing for the
transportation to and from the plane. 7:00 a.m. all aboard and
airport. up, 'up, up we went. Watch out
By some unknown process, or P.R. here we come. Inside the
maybe by coincidence, most po- Eastern Airlines DC-lO jet, a
tential travellers knew or were midwesterner occupied the next
somehow acquainted with' each seat. At tITSt there was" a bit of
other. Anyhow during the Iast hostility. and then he started his
weeks of May ~ the conversations audio autobiography. The man's
in the hallway centered around stories were OK until he came to
the. upcoming trip and some stu- thechapter about Puerto Rico. As
dents were making arrangements far as he was concerned the coun- '
to room with others. Car.los try was a profit maldng center;
Munoz, the organizer of the tour, .. however the people were not to his
eatled.everrone on. May 30 to con- liking. A careful review of his
firm the departure date.of June S, statement reVealedbigotrY,'·pre:.
at 7:lS--a~m.frOm JFK. As the jlldice,etc·~..AIiyone With a nar-
.~date ,approached. theanticipation ro~~.~d,wo~~ .b~.:~~~ ~.~ .~bl~
: :~L_.~_P9~j~I~..~_!i~. ,'Y~ .. ,_.. p'!~,l1e! pa~a_c~~~t:~ I!~p~~~~t~ ..
'\. - '- _.._-------- _' _...-..- ..-:_- _ .. - .. -~_ - --.. '- -. , - _... . .
music emanating from his radio. I
With a progressively soothing could 'pick up, clearly, the sound
breeze and an occasional sneeze of that popular jingle: "Beall that
. brought on by the changing you can be, 'cause we need you in
weather conditions, the Summer the a-a-r-r-r-m-y."
,of '82 was coming to a close. HBe all thay· you can be!"
Soon anexuberant New York City Hmmm. Here we are thousands
would be temporarily chilled: of students at Baruch, all starting
before long, the sombre times off the school year with a similar
would be upon us once more: goal; to do the best we can aca-
mellow Fall, portent of months of demically in the coming nine
savage winter and ... school! months. But how many of us will
As if to underline the fact that sustain that drive? How many of Here I am at Baruch,' being
the new college year would be us will persistently eschew frivol- given the opportunity to be all
starting in a week's time a ous pursuits so that, when June. that I can be academically. All
.greenish-yellow leaf swooned to 1983 rolls around. we can stand that is required of me is acute self-
earth defiantly from a tall tree. up and shout with verocity and discipline and diligence. Why
nearby in Washington Square. As not an inkling of regret: 6'1 really can't I achieve this goal? Why
. b. d did my best this past year-.my does it have to be otherwise"?
IS my wont, I a gone to the park
to indulge in some serious soul- objective was achieved!!"? Resolved! Resolved that I shall
searching, to seek out some I took a little swig of some Old use my God-given talents to en-
justification for spending another English beer I had' brought with snare that latency within me and
nine long months in college. me to the park and began to exploit my potential. Resolved
Like the average student, I had cogitate. I thought about that tha t I am not going to be that
to be coaxed and wheedled into time, two short years ago, when "serene gem" floundering for a
accepting the monotony of school my teenage sister died of a malig- lifetime at the bottom of the
life; like that student, it was nant brain tumor; she never had ocean; the sweetness of this
necessary for me to be sufficiently the opportunity to savour the con- "flower" is going to assaid
inspired to make the coming tentment that comes with the at- populus areas and not the ap-
school-year a rneaningfulleaming tainment of life's objectives. I parent interminable vastness of
experience. thought about the millions of peo- the' 'desert air." 'Posterity must
The park was unusually noisy pie who possess unusual ability in know that I tried to do my best
for early September. Drug ped- academia or athletics, but who with what little 1 may have bad.
dlers abounded, sidewalk musi- will forever remain non-entities It was long into the night when I
cians were everywhere and; of because of indolence or .a persis- eventually got up and began to
course, there were the joggers, tent refusal to make meaningful wind my way homewards. The
myraids of them, striding despair- sacrifices. I thought about my trafrlC~ound the Square had, 3) Elimination of Uti: .lawyers and accountants - Of·course•.not· ~
• J- ... ~ ....._ . ..:~ f~-- ctndent~ at' D.la.-..h'-"O will a--: ,~--' .. ........-.1'. •...·Id... - an accountants.aee iJJ: ~trPtJ~· but ".'. .:anv~.:' .'" ::..:~~;;:.,.J.. -._.,-
.~.~ mg. arouwu ~-.sqnar.ejl as '4-Iq- "'-'~". ._':9 ..~..,~.,......:-..--__·""""t.............. ~tg .. ~~al_'WF. . .._..~.,--,- . .tfi""o" . ffd·· • d' ._. ... - .~ ., - .." , o.
_ing·-to'Savour..the-.Iast~.w'CSti3es'of."~ to'aDu.dAj te!DpfatWns:manj .: ".<.~.~H&:~·.!!lidJi::~;.'-.. __.· ., -' - -_retutU~dt.I~~·IU~~-. . .'.~ .....~'t':~. __.;;:~~
summer air they woufd enjoy in times in the few 'months ahead and reclining~ to me bad toni since .. field would ~ far" f'toOIIl wide open. This means·7'au- YiU.: ac'::<' "
1982. I managed to cop a grassy allow their initial objective to be . departed. I proceeded slowly out- counting majors out tberewiU kllow what us marketing'
knoll over in a secluded comer of seriously compromised. Will I be ward for I knew I had Hmiles to majors go through after graduation,
the park, next to a "little brother" numbered among them? Another go before I sleep, and miles to go Law? Forget it! When President Reagan dropped aU U.s.
lying prostrate on a bench, listen- swig. before I sleep." The inspiration antitrust suits, litigators began scurrying aroundlike chiCkens
ing to the rhythmic strains of I recalled those immortal words was there. without heads; some were out of work. others just found
other types of law to specialize in. The job market for lawyers
became tight. The new flat rate tax would also eliminate the
need for tax lawyers as safe harbor deals. and. other tax shel-
ters are eliminated. Not only lawyers and accountants would
be out of work. but so would their secretaries. legal assis-
tants. bookkeepers. and the like.
This is just what we need in the greatest recession since
the 1930·s.
4) Loss of Municipal Bond Sales - Right now. Municipals sell
for one reason and one reason only: their tax exempt status.
Imagine the shape of New York City would be in if all the
bond holders cashed in their holdings for higher rate corpo-
rate issuances.
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. ne·TJeker· . .'
CAN HELP YOU BEAT
INFLATION THIS SEMESTER
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In an effort to reduce the
number ofstudents receiving early
-registration privileges, the
volunteer program, that. allowed
. students who helped with the
often complicated procedure to
register earlY9has been suspended.
Begi~iDg. in . the Fall '82
Semester, personnel will do the
job which many students relied on
in order to register for classes they
would otherwise be closed out of.
Newly appointed Registrar
Thomas McCarthy feels that this
new system will allow for a more
effective registration, saying that a
reduction in the number. of
students. registering .early will
lessen the number of early course
closings. ---
"We have a lot of dedicated
people trying to make the system
work;" said McCarthy. ~'This is
an extremely drawn out process




"There is a manpower short-
age, " admits McCarthy. "But
we are trying to keep the flow and
process of registering smooth."
Howeverone of the problems
that seems to have kept this
registration from flowing
smoothly has been the increased
number ofcancelled courses.
According to Phillip Austin,
Vice President of Academic Af-
fairs. classes cancelled this year··
have not exceeded the amount of
the past years. .
Yet not only were students
handed a closed course sh~t .as
they entered the registration
room, but also a cancelled course
sheet listing over one hundred
courses that had been scheduled
to be conducted this semester but
will not be held.
"We started this year with
The'l1eker..
,
$150,000 less than last year for ad-
junct professors," said Austin,'
contributing .this factor as a
reason for the closed courses.
.Unfortunately the cancelled
courses have affected many
seniors who were allowed to
register by mail in July.
Provost Austin says that every
attempt has been made to help
graduating seniors who've had
courses cancelled.
While the closed and cancelled
courses have slowed the registra-
tion process, McCarthy and
Austin strongly believe that
registration has improved com-
pared with the past years.
~'Things-wouId go even better if
students took the time to read the
material and select their classes
before they enter the registration
area, " said McCarthy.
Plans for future registrations
include: installing a computer on-
line system to handle some of the
work that is presently done by
hand, and extending the early mail









Gil Noble is Speaker
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large measure of this improve-
ment to the efforts of Salvador




Groups, or Spring Rap Sessions,
also received a favorable comment
from the dean. These groups,
which comprised alumni, students
and faculty members, were
organized by Dr. Carl Kirschner,
Assistant to the Dean, and Jim
Tanico, a student. They convened
at the homes of faculty members
and alumni to create an informal
forum for the presentation and
discussion of student suggestions
and problems. "I am onlyhoping
for .greater .participation .in the,
forthcoming year,"· Dean Wilson
said.
arid to help them learn how to
seek employment;" she said.
"The college is already doing a
,- lot of good things which I'd like to
continue," said Cancellare."For .
example, Dr. Jim Perrone has a
program entitled 'Employment
Communicat ioris Program,'
which deals with job interview
training for students in all
majors."
Cancellare would like to see as
many students as posible take ad-
vantage of the many services
available. Although on-campus
recruiting. is for graduating seniors
only, she urges any interested stu-
dent to feel free to inquire about
other programs available.
Five SPS 'positions Filled
As a Result of Searches
ment failed to find a replacement,
Dr. Senour split his time between
the two departments.
As Director of Career Planning
and Job- Placement, Cancellare's
functio~~ include coordinating the
efforts of the professional staff in
order to serve the student popula-
tion thr~eer planning, to
assist st~ in clarifying their
career goals, and to organize the
students' job hunting. efforts
through utilization fo on-campus
recruiting and alternative
methods.
. Cancellare already has' ideas
about what she would like to ac-
complish while at Baruch. "I
think the main objective is to
assist students in their job search,
Meetings with Student Leaders
Dean Wilson also plans to meet
with student leaders on a weekly
basis, commencing Wednesday,
September 22 from 5 - 6 p.m.
These meetings, according to the
dean are aimed at "carrying out a- ,
comprehensive and effective pro-
gram of service to students at
Baruch College. H
The increased emphasis on in-
teraction between students and
the administration follows what
Dean Wilson called "a successful
year" in 1981·82. During that
period, he was "particularly
pleased with the conduct of Stu-
dent Government; it showed a
vast improvement over prior
years, in its relations with. the (id-:-
ministration, the faculty and the




Dean -Wilson Outlines Fall Plans
Continued from page 1
denied the opportunity because of
a lack of funds." GAPS Week
will help to provide first-hand in-:
formation regarding financial aid
opportunities and professional
assistanceships.
Schools that have already in-
dicated a willingness to participate
in GAPS Week include Southern
Illinois University, the University
of Texas at Austin. Rutgers
University, Princeton University
and Harvard.
The days and times designated
for personal student and college
interaction during GAPS Week
are Wednesday, October 13, from
3:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m, and Thurs-
day.October 14 from 11 a.m, to 4
p.m.
A new Director of Career Plan-
ning and Job Placement has been
hired. Denise Cancellare reported
work on August 23. Ms
Cancellare has had approximately
12 years experience in this field,
and has previously worked at
Manhattanville College,. Hofstra
University and Mercy College.
For the past year, the position
. was filled, on a part-time basis, by
Dr. Roy Senour, Dr. Senour had
moved from the Career Planning
and Job Placement Office,to the
Counseling division, in 1981.
When a' search for a new Director
, of Career Planning and Job Place-
'Model Speaker'
As with past Distinguished
Lecturers-Beverly Sills in 1980
and Isaac Bashevis Singer last
year-Ellison will be given the
"full treatment." according to
Dean Stevens.
"We thought it fitting to invite
him here on the thirtieth anniver-
sary of The Invisible Man. 1 think
that he is a model speaker for the
student body at Baruch." said
the Dean.
Agents throughout the city call
the Dean if someone of interest is
in town. Dean Stevens says that
there is enough money this year
to have another Distinguished
Lecturer appear in the fall, but
who that will be has yet to be de-
cided. The Dean has already
made plans to have author-James
Baldwin speak as a Distinguished
Lecturer next year.
a change for the Dean, whose
previous invitations extended to
- those involved in Stevens' field
of expertise, the Middle Ages.
McCarthy, a novelist who
graduated from Vassar College,
will speak at Baruch on Tuesday,
October 5 at 3 p. m. in the facul-
ty lounge. McCarthy wrote about
college women in The Group.







. In an attempt to appeal to more
Baruch students and faculty
members the Jane Globus Semi-
nar Series is kicking off its third
year by presenting Bruno Bettel-
heim• Philip Zombardo and Mary
McCarthy. And. ina college-wide
convocation planned for some-
time inthe spring, Ralph Ellison
will tisit Baruch as part of the
Morton Globus Distinguished
Lecture Series.
Bettelheim, a psychologist and
author. will speak on •'Freud and
the SouL" Bettelheim has writ-
ten many books and articles and
is curren tty a Distinguished Pro-
fessor of Education and professor
of both psychology and psychi-
atry at the University of Chicago.
His seminar will take place on
Thursday. September 30 at 2
p.m. in the faculty lounge, fifth
floor of the 24th Street building.
Zimbardo will be at Baruch on
Tuesday, November 23 at 5 p.m.
in the Faculty Lounge. Zim-
bardo is a professor of psycholo-
gy at Stanford University. Both
Bettelheim and Zimbardo were
invited by Martin Stevens, Dean
of the Scbool of. Liberal Arts .and
Sciences as part of his special
series on psychology. This area is
~
Free Tuition a Possibility
,.
- I
were the best quali fied candidates
after all, " said Aylman. Bick
agreed. "I'm looking forward to
putting the experience behind me
and getting down to work," she
said.
. Temporary Night Manager Hired
The search for the. Night
Manager of the Student Center
proved unsuccessful. The posi-
tion will be held, on a temporary
basis, by Ron Williams, a former
member of the Compensatory
Education staff at Baruch.
Dean Wilson feels that the poor
"response to the ad was the result
of a ~ 'misperception" of the job
and its duties, caused by the
negative connotation of the title
and the limited job description in
the ad. He plans to begin another
search, either in the Fall 1982 or
Spring 1983 semester.
Dr. Phillip Austin, Provost,
was pleased with the results of the
searches, and in particular with
the retention of Carl Aylman and
Debra Bick.
When questioned in regard to
the necessity of a nationwide
search. Provost Austin explained
that there are various degrees of
searches. The bare minuimum, he
said. would have been to have
held a CUNY-wide search, also
placing an ad in a regional paper.
It had been Dean Wilson's deci-
sion to conduct a nationwide
search, said Provost- Austin .. ' ,
Continued from page 1
. Mr. Charles Lyles succeeds
Dr. Robert Georgia as Director of
Evening Activities. Dean Wilson
envisions the eventual modifica-
tion of this position to an Assis-
tant Dean's rank. He explains
that he anticipates a large influx
of evening student-s. feeling that
the pressures of a tight economy
will cause more students to hold
full-time jobs. He does not. how-
ever. see this being realized in
the ncar future.
Aylman and Dick Rehired
The search for the Director and
Assistant Director of Student Ac-
tivities brought about the most
controversy when announced last
Spring, since the positions, at the
time of the search, were held by
Mr. Carl Aylrnan and Ms. Debra
Bick, respectively. Their salaries.
previously paid by Student Activi-
ty fees, were, to be changed to
State-funded lines. The positions
were, therefore, considered
"new" and, as such, mandated a
search. This forced Aylman and
Bick to reapply for their jobs.
Dean Wilson stood firmly on
the issue, despite student protest
and adhered to Affirmative Ac-
tion guidelines. The search
resulted in the retention of the in-
cumbents.
"There's a great deal of
satisfaction in knowing that the
search committee found that we'
Garth Marchant
USS Chairperson
the tuition increase has been
handled, " said Marchant, who
urged the other Board members to
"look at the alternatives."
"This is educational genocide,"
said Marchant. "'We are pricing
the University out of the hands of
the poor people."
The decision by the Board to in-
crease tuition was a prime factor
in the unprecedented vote by stu-
dent government leaders to cen-
sure University officials.
"Recent decisions by the Board
of Trustees such as the unwar-
ranted $150 tuition hike...have
left us no choice but to denounce
the Board," Marchant told an
emergency meeting of the Univer-
sity Student Senate.
The action was formally sub-
mitted to the Board of Trustees at
its monthly meeting on June 28.
It follows a similar action by the
American Association of Univer-.
sity Professors who censured
CUNY officials in 1977.
"This is educational genocide. We are pric-
ing the University out of the hands of the
poor people. "
"I am a product of a free tui-
tion city college," said Board
member Jules Kolodny." But the
world is different now. We lost
the battle for free tuition. We are
in a "Catch-22" situation: either
raise tuition or cause a deteriora-
tion in quality. One has to live in
a world of reality. Education is
meaningless," concluded Kolod-
ny," unless it has the word 'quali-
ty' in front of it."
But Henry Wasser, Chairman
of the University Faculty Senate,
disagreed with the method of rais-
ing the additional funds needed to
maintain the level of education the
Board is striving to maintain.
"I have no vote in this
assemblage," said Wasser, "but 1
am opposed to the tuition in-
crease."
Garth Marchant, University
Student Senate Chairperson, cast
the lone vote of opposition to the
Increase.
"I am. very appalled ~~ the way
Continued from page 1
sidies and expected defaults on
tuition-related loans.
"For the City taxpayer," said
Lowell, "the elimination of free
tuition was cost-ineffective since
the total expenses exceeded the
revenue.'
For the City government,
CPHE maintains, the picture was
much brighter. According to the
study, the City gained at least a
$205 million windfall between
1976-77 and 1979-80 since the tui-
tion revenue was used as a
~
substitute for City aid. The study
further maintains that if PELL
grants (that portion of student tui-
tion payments not covered by
TAP or Basic Educational Oppor-
tunity Grants) were held stable, an
appropriation of $16 million
University-wide would cover all
tuition charges on full-time
undergraduates that are not other-
wise reimbursed through PELL or
TAP.
Board of Trustee members,
however, seemed to feel that the
tuition increase (which raised the
~annual tuition of resident full-
time undergraduate students by
$150, and the charge for lower
division undergraduate part-time
students by $5 an hour) was the
only viable means of meeting the
State and City demands, and that·
a free tuition program. was fiscally
unrealistic.
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- U pperclassmen advertise the
sale of their old books on the
bulletin boards throughout the
school. Both students benefit.
from this procedure; the seller
gets more for the used book than
a store would offer him. and the
buyer pays less than that same
store would charge him.
If you prefer to go straight to
the stores. first check with your
professor to see where he placed
his textbook order. and choose
your bookstore wiselv.. .
The Lex Book Exchange. situ-
ated on the corner of 23rd Street
and Lexington Avenue. discounts
new books for 5 % off the original
price. and- used books for. as
much as 28 % off. It sells school
supplies as well. At the end of
the semester. one can sell the
books back. but only if they are
needed for the following semes-
ter. Lex Book Exchange is open
q a.m. to () p.m. Monday through
Thursday. and 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
"on Fridays,
The Baruch Cp/lege Bookstore.
which can be found in the base-
:Continued on page 8colll.. .il:·,,·:.·
Five hundred sixty-three dol-
lars and fifty cents covers the
cost of tuition. but a student's
expenses don't stop there. ,Buy-
ing textbooks can do damage to
one's 'budget as well. ·Also. the
chances of knowing enough peo-
ple at Baruch who have already
taken the courses' for which' vou
ha ve j us t registered. and have
not already sold their books. are
quite slim. At one point or anoth-
er. students have to layout the
additional funds to ·purchase
books. What are the options?
Before one visits the local
bookstores. there are a few ideas
to consider:
- Book sharing is a possibility.
but one either has to know some-
one already or ha s to make
friends very quickly. Even then
there are some problems. such as
who gets the book just before
exams.
- Depending on the course,
many books can be found in the
school library. and. possibly, in a
local library. The-problem often
faced here is that the book one
needs, might,~.e.~ -loan.
-
CI ub Hour parties will take
place on specified Thursdays.
and movies will be shown on
Mondays. Thursdays. and Fri-
days throughout -the semester.
The reason for such a light sched-
ule of events on Thursdays is to
allow student's to attend 'events
sponsored by other clubs and or-
ganizations during Club Hours.
SCPB meetings are held every
Wednesday at4 p. m. in Room
302 of the Student Center. Work-
ing with the Board provides
freshmen and new students with
the chance to become more fa-
miliar' withanimportant part of
Baruch's social activity. Take
advantage! ' .' . . ,. ,
I .".
The SCPB also co-sponsors
events such as the Annual Body
Building Contest. Ms. Baruch
Contest and the Street Fair. The
SCPB is the sole source of income
for 212 Community Center. locat-
ed in Room 212 of the Student
Center. Here.. students have ac-
cess to games. musical instru-
ments and other items which can
be borrowed upon presentation
of a valid LD. card.
Ticker.
The absence of any actual cam-
pus makes it necessary to utilize
- indoor space. and with this in
mind. the SCPB plans activities
for every day of the year-every
school day. that is-an.d this year
is no exception. .
Getting involved in extracurric-
ular activities at Baruch is easier
than you might think. Just paying
the required Student Activity Fee
grants all students membership
to the Student Center Program
Board. one of the largest of Ba-
ruchs clubs. While everyone who
a ttends Baruch is a member' of
the SCPB. only a small number
of students are active members.
To become an active member of
the SCPB. one must first attend
four meetings.
The Student Center Program Board When Buying Books,
May Be Your Key to Involvement Money-Saving Options
Should Be Considered
While .fresh men may not have
heard of the SCPB yet. most
other students have. and have
-, taken part in at least one of their
activities: Coffee House. Comedy
Hour. weekly movies and lec-
tures are but a few.
On Mondays. from 12:30 to
1:30 in the Oak Lounge. Comedy
Hour will once again take place.
During Comedy Hour. perform-
ers who have been scouted from
various New York clubs share
their knack for joke telling with
the Baruch audience. In addition
to Comedy Hour. movies will be
shown on Mondays..
Coffee House. which offers free'
coffee and doughnuts. and live
musical entertainment. returns
The SCPB is responsible for every Tuesday from 12:30 to 1:30
many of the daily.activities of the in the Oak Lounge..
.school. Events sponsored by the
SCPB are' always being an- Wednesday is the day for the
nounced on fliers posted through- SCPB's Recreation and Arts and
out the school. and a weekly Itin- Crafts Programs. which will take
erary of their activities is posted place in Room 212 of the Student
in the lobby of the Student Cen- Centerv Lecturesor co-sponsored
ter. A full-page announcement of events. such as educational or In-
the SCPB's upcoming events also . formative films, will take place
appears..in,~very'issu:.e of The.. onspecified.Wednesdays- ..
~ , f _ • ~ ..., ~ -, ... • ~ '\ •




Can Make a Difference
assistance during registration as
well as for special events held
throughout the year, such as
Phonathon, the annual fund-
raising drive. They also run' a
Transfer Student Service to help
evaluate these students' former
transcripts. Another one of their
successful programs is their apart-
ment scouting program, in effect
for approximately two years.
Helpline is situated in Room
516 of the 26th Street building,
down the hall from the cafeteria.
The phone number, for those who
need help or for those who are in-
terested in becoming members, is
125-41'77.
The 24th Street building's main
attractions for students are the
library on the sixth and. seventh. .
floors. the small cafeteria on the
first floor opposite a small lounge
room, and the second floor wait-
ing area. (There are a lot of lines
there!) -
In the basement of 360 Park
Avenue South one can listen to
Baruch's WBMB radio station
while socializing, or take the ele-
vator up to the fifth floor cafe-
teria.
Campus buildings are not the
only places to find Baruch stu-
dents; 'many of the local eating
spots and snack places have a
constan t stream of Baruchians
flowing in and out.
Anywhere you go, you-meet
fellow students-even in the
bathrooms! It's to be expected in
a school with over 8,000 students.
Be adventurous, take advantage
of it, and enjoy it.
Whether it is in person or over
the phone, the staff is prepared to
counsel you personally, or to refer
you to someone who might be
more helpful in regard to your
specific problem. Helpline
bridges the gap between students -
and counselors. It is there,
whether you need help, informa-
tion, or just someone to talk to.
All Helpline members must go
through an eight-week training
program designed to prepare them
for .possible situations, and to
teach them the Iistening skills
necessary for effective counseling.
Members of H~lpline give
Center Program Board sponsors
many events each week, which
provide one with other activities
in which .to engage, and another
chance 10 meet more people.
A perfect place to observe as
well as' meet students is the tenth
floor cafeteria in the 23rd Street
building. One can eat. relax, play
cards. study, flirt, or listen to
music-take your pick.
If the tenth floor is too noisy
I
for you, try the lounge on the
ninth floor. Conversation is not
forbidden. it's just kept low-
keyed in courtesy of the students
taking a between-class snooze.
If you are interested in athlet-
ics, you will find others with the
same inclination on the sixth
floor of the 23rd Street building.
There are weights to. work out
with. and a gym for basketball
and volleyball. A pool is available
in the basement if you enjoy
swimming.
During your' years at Baruch,
you may turn to Helpline for dif-
ferent reasons. But now, as a stu-
dent new to the school, and to col-
lege life itself, you may find that
. Helpline can make your ex-
periences more manageable and
more enjoyable.
The Helpline staff consists of
students doing what they can to
help other students. All calls or
visits to the Helpline office are
kept in strictest confidence. The
office is open from 9 a.m. to 6
p.rn. Monday through Thursday,
and from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
Friday.
TIle. sa. C"I~I,~.-"_ ---P!- ....... ••.••1••
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All it takes is aline. All you
have to do is to stand on a line
anywhere in the sch 001, and you
would be amazed over how many
people just start talking to you!
While one cannot run around
searching for lines, there are
many other places to go where
you can hang out and meet peo-
ple. If you are willing, there are
numerous activities to get in-
volved in, and a lot of different
locations in which to make new
friends. Your biggest problem
may bewhere to start!
The Student Center, situated
behind the 23rd Street building,
offers the greatest 'number of
possibilities. One can volunteer
to work in one of the offices, or
join any of the clubs and organi-
za tions, or's--rmply relax in the
lounges on the first and second
floors. You can even _<grab a bite
to eat at the Energy Bank on the
second floor, and play ping pong
on the. third floor. The Student
Meeting New People at Baruch
Is as Easy as-Finding a Line
MelDbers of Helpline Staff shew' off their speIDag skills.
Help is Just a Phone Call Aw~y
r.oom holds several long tables.
which are, usually, with the ex-
ception of the week of finals, fair-
ly empty and allow a student to
get comfortable for a studying
session. A photocopy machine is
located in the Reserve Book
Room. which is open from 9 a.m.
to 9.p.m, Monday through Thurs-
day and 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Fri-
day .. Unlike the main college li-
brary. the Reserve Book Room is
closed on Saturdays.
Also, as a CUNY student, you
have access to allCUNY libraries,
providing you have a Baruch I. D.
card. And since you are in Man-
hattan, why not utilize the ser-
vices of the New York Public Li-
brary system? The closest branch
is located at 228 East 23rd Street.
between Second and Third Ave-
ues. It is a small branch with
somewhat limited services. but it
is quiet and almost never crowd-
ed. providing an area conducive
to study.
The services of the Mid-
Manhattan Library at Fifth Ave-
nue and 40th Street are expan-
sive and very helpful to college
students, who are the main pa-
trons of this particular branch.
The Mid-Manhattan is open 10'
a.rn, to 8 p.m. Monday and Tues-
day, and 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Wednesday through Saturday.
Those who find it hard to study
in the library may be more at
ease in one of the study lounges
in and around the campus. And
there are almost always empty
classrooms availa.ble for those
private study sessions.
store run by Sigma Alpha Alpha,
a national honor society. Here,
books are sold on a. consignment




Continued from page 7
ment of360 Park Avenue South.
sells new books at their original.
therefore most expensive, price.
Us'ed books at the bookstore are
sold for 75 % of their original-
price. In addition to the school For those willing to go. the ex-
supplies which can be purchased. tra blocks, Barnes and Noble at
the bookstore also offers Baruch Fifth Avenue and 18th Street is
Tvshirts, shorts. caps. bags and your best bet (Of course! Of
more. The bookstore is open from course!). There, one will find the
9 a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday through greatest selection and prices that
Thursday. and from 9 a.m. to are hard .to beat. It is open from
3 p.01. on Friday. 9:45 a.rn, to 6:45 p. m. Monday
Directly opposite the Baruch through Friday. and from 9:45
COI!~~~}~~ks~o~.i~~..~s~~_~~.-..¥~.'!1' ~<: ~6.~..~. 0!l,~~t.u.r~~~.
While there are countless activ-
ities that take preference to that
sometimes necessary task of
studying. it is helpful to be aware
of the facilities at one's disposal
for those times when studying
becomes a must.
The most obvious place for
studying is a library. Baruch's
main library is located on the
sixth and seventh floors of the
24th Street building. A student
I.D. card is needed 'to gain access
to the library and to borrow ma-
terial. Research material, refer-
ence books and periodicals are
found on the sixth floor, while
the Circulation Division is located
on the seventh.
On both the sixth and seventh
floors, desks separated by parti-
tions are provided. for the stu-
ent who needs privacy to study.
as well as long. open tables which
can seat many people.
It may be helpful to stop in on
the sixth floor and obtain a copy
of the "Self-Guided Tour - Ba-
ruch College Library, .. a pam-
phlet which identifies and ex-
plains the library's services. Dur-
ing the regular school year, the
library is open from 9 a. m. to
9 p.rn. Monday through Thurs-
, day, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday and
10 a.m, to 5 p.m. on Saturday.
The second floor of the 23rd
Street building houses the Re-
serve Book Room (Room 209).
Here. instructors may put a cer-
tain book on reserve for his/her
students to use in their spare
time. It is also a good study
room. A lthough not large, the
September 13, 1982 Tile TICker
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SPECIAL INSERT
If Classes Are Rougk,Drown ¥ourSorrows inFood
'-
-
If you were to ask ten Baruch
students what they do during
their spare time, at least nine' of
the ten would respond, "Eat!"
Luckily, the area surrounding Ba-
ruch isToaded with restaurants
r
and eateries boasting a wide vari-
ety of food and snacks: Of course.
where one chooses to eat depends
on how much time and money
one has to spend. Going on the
assumption that a student has
only a moderate amount of each,
the following survey of neighbor-
hood restaurants was made.
Pizza seems to be a favorite
food of many, and one of the bet-
ter pizzerias in the area is Ottimo
Pizzeria and Restaurant, situated
on the corner of 25th Street and
Park Avenue South. Besides
serving very good cheese and
Sicilian pizzas, Ottimo also serves
heroes, including meatball, veal
and eggplant parmigiana. Sever-
al hot. tasty dishes are also avail-
able.
If you have a little more time.
though, try Goldberg's Pizza on
3rd Avenue between 22nd and
21st streets. A small, quiet. and
weJI-known pizzeria. Goldberg's
offers a variety of interesting
pizzas. including a "Io-cal" pizza
-only the toppings are served.
no crust! Instead of serving pizza
by the slice. Goldberg's serves
an individual pizza in a pie plate.
Wine. beer and soda are also
served.
Besides a decent variety of
juicy burgers, Beefburger Fair.
situated between Park Avenue
South and Lexington Avenue on
23rd Street, boasts a variety of
sandwiches. cold platters. and
salads that some people enjoy
more than their . Portions
are generous and satisfying. es-
pecially the tuna and chicken
salads. If you arrive before 11
a. m .• try one of the breakfast
specials.
Those of you who thought The
Blarney Stone was just for drink-
ing had better think again! Their
sandwiches. including ham. tur-
key. roast beef, pastrami and
corned beef, are some of the
healthiest around, Side dishes
are available for a small charge.
The Blarney Stone is roomy and
casual, and is one of the few
restaurants in the area with a
jukebox and pinball machines.
No one should leave Baruch
without visiting Jack's Nest, situ-
ated on Third Avenue between
23rd and 24th Streets. Jack's pro-
vides a wonderfully tasty change
of pace from the standard north-
ern cuisine to which we are so
accustomed. Try some of Jack's
scrumptious Southern Fried
chicken or bar-b-que beef ribs, or
one of the fish dishes. Most
meals come with collard greens.
potato salad and hot cornbread.
And. of course. there are South-
ern favorites. such as smoked
ham hocks, chit'Iins, and porgies.
If you are in the mood for au-
thentic delicatessen food, Pas-
trami and Things. on Third Ave-
nue just below 23rd Street will
provide just that. The menu.
however typical .of a deli, is ex-
tensive. The prices are also typi-
cal-moderate to expensive.
All you have to do is walk by
the Golden Cookie and you are
hooked. The aroma of the cookies
-be it chocolate chip. oatmeal
raisin. butterscotch or chocolate
chip and pecans, to name just a
few-will entice you into this
small shop on Park Avenue South
just above 23rd Street. Thick,
moist brownies are also availa-
ble, as well as cold milk.
Use your free time at Baruch
to experiment with different
foods. Attending Baruch en-
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You simply fill out the coupon and.
.- -send it to us with a check or money .
_~P.~2~~ --.order for $10. You will get your card 8r:'d
-directory (listing all of the merchantS .n
_.·~:oUrnetwork) wit~in thirty (30)-~.The
- Card wi" enable you ·to enjoy dasc:ount.s
.immediately at Some of your favorite
.places. You can't afford~ to be
-.•'·member of The National-Student
·-DiscGunt·C8rd Corpor~.--
- .', -,.
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Liberal Arts & Sciences
Education
Business/Public Administration



























24th St. 213 3158
360 pAs Bas~
24th si. 110 6
360 PAS 1721 3064
360 PAS 1721 4454
23rd St. 1521 3228
18th St. 3222
26th St. 902 3302
360 PAS 1702 3347
23rd St. 1621A 3126
18th St. 1624 4473
26th St. 933 3116
24th St. 205 3069
24th St. 7th Fl. 3110
24th St. 6th Fl. 3112
23rd St. 308 3243
360 PAS 1747 4454
24th St. 102 3010
24th St. 203 3138
22nd St. 104 3087
(Stud. Center)
360 PAS 1701 4450
24th St. 327 4431
Student Clubs and Organizations
, ~ .
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YOU SAY THAT YOU'VE BEEN LOOKING FOR
SOMETHING TO PUT SOME PIZAZZ
INTO YOUR LIFE?
WELL, HERE WE ARE,
TH E STUDENT CENTER PROGRAM BOARD
IS JUST WHAT YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR!
THE S.C.P.8. IS A STUDENT-R.UN AND MANAGED
ORGANIZATION, WITH ASSISTANCE FROM THE
OFFICE OFSTUDENT ACTIVITIES. ITS MISSION IS
TO PROVIDE BARUCH COLLEGE WITH A WIDE
VARIETY OF PROGRAMS IN THE STUDENT
CENTER, ALL OF WHICH ARE FREE. FUNDING
COMES FROM THE STUDENT CENTER PORTION
OF THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES FEE.
BERNIE
. ~
OUR COMMITTEES WORK TO BRING STUDENTS'
WHA.T- IS MOST WANTED -IN AN ENTERTA1N.ING
.A_NO.. E_OlJCAIlDJ:4AL_-.• .WAY;:'----..flLMS~.,CDM£DY . .. :-- .. "..._-"'--
.. HOUR, ··C·OFF'EEHOUSE ·CONCE·RTS~ . LECTURES, . ...-
CRAFT AND RECREATIONAL WORKSHOPS, 212
COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES, PARTIES AND RECEP-
TIONS, AND SPECIAL EVENTS.
LAST YEAR WE SPONSORED OVER 200 PRO- ~, -~
GRAMS ON CAMPUS; A DIFFERENT ACTIVITY
EVERY DAY.
TO DO ALL OF TH IS, WE NEED YOU.R HELP! TAKE
A LOOK AT OUR PROGRAM COMMITTEES. THE
S.C.P.B. IS ALWAYS LOOKING FOR NEW
,MEMBERS AND NEW PROGRAMMING IDEAS.'
LET'S HEAR FROM YOU!
LET'S GROW TOGETHER!
MEMBERSHIP IS OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS. YOU
CAN REACH US THROUGH MAILBOX #541 IN
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT.ACTIVITIES, STUDENT
CENTER ROOM 104, OR ATTEND ONE OF OUR
WEEKLY MEETINGS ON WEDNESDAYS AT 4:00
P.M., STUDENT CENTER ROOM 302, 137 EAST' .
22ND ST. PHONE 72·5-3055 .
.",- .
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'Agnes ofGod': Sensationalislll as Compassion




The title character in John
Pielmeier's Agnes of God at the
lovely Music Box is the bat-
tleground of an obscure skirmish
iii'the war between Religion and
Science fought by two bumbling
women representatives of those
disciplines. She is alternately
displayed as a page-turner case
study and a special participant in
God's grace, but is, at base,
always a miserable human being.
Modern science (or woman) is
personified' in Dr. Livingstone, a
mother-obsessed, chain-smoking,
never-married woman, an ex-
Catholic whose sister died in a
convent from an undiagnosed ap-
pendicitis. Elizabeth Ashley gives
a lopsidedly emotional and
transparently theatrical rendering
of this nominal psychiatrist.
Sister Agnes, played with
unrelievedly intense simplicity by
Amanda Plummer, represents a
so-called religious faith that is the
last refuge of ignorance and
repression at its most destructive.
This young nun is suspected of
having strangled with its umbilical
cord the baby whose birth she
managed to keep secret from all
but one of her fellow sisters. Dr.
Livingstone is appointed by the
court to determine Sister Agnes'
mental health.
Running relay between "the two
is Mother Miriam Ruth, the head
of Agnes' convent and the sister
. of .her. alcoholic,' child-molesting
and -abusing, t ho ro ugh ly
(retrospectively) reprehensible
mother. In-the role of the Mother
Superior, Geraldine Page is a feast
of theatrical prowess, ripe' ham
and almost consistent credibility.
She is a puckish vaudevillian in
complete control of her effects.
Imagine Marie Dressler as
Polonious.
If Agnes of God is serious
drama, Rosemary's Baby is great
literature. Both works trade on
our spiritual bankruptcy, thes in-
adequacy of purely scientific
analysis of parapsychological
phenomena and the desire- for
cheap thrills in the guise of social
dilemma. Echoes of Equus also
abound, as the personal life of the
doctor impinges on her profes-
sional discretion, and her crusade,
to sav~the backward little girl of
faith backfires.
Mr. Pielmeier's hypothesis is,
What would become of a woman
, child first actively tortured, then
passively denied love, concern,
consideration and attention?' The
thesis is, Religon is not a matter of
spirit, .but a refusal to abandon
the errors of blind faith for the·
liberating insight of modem scien-
tific knowledge. The.antithesis is
that science cannot save, but only
strip naked the poor unfortunates
caught in the human predicament,
rendering" their former defenses
void. The synthesis is a blanket of
loose-weave mysticism that
descends in place of the more
traditional curtain. The contest
has been rigged like a disorganized
wrestling match: both sides have
played to lose. Neither purity of
spirit nor clarity of logic has been
tried, but only what passes for
either on aBroadway stage.
There are repeated calls, 'along
the way, for sympathy for Agnes-
as-victim. Her plight is given a
sensational rather than a compas-
sionate treatment. The audience
gasps when Agnes reveals, under
the doctor's coaching, that her
mother was in the habit of apply-
ing a lighted cigarette to her
daughter's most private part.
This is so chilling a revelation that
most of what follows seems in-
cidental.
Agnes IS the latest-and,
arguably, the most pathetic-in
Broadway's recently burgeoning
pantheon of victims. Surely, to be
molested and abused by one's own
mother, kept in forced isolation
from the outside world, seduced
in one's convent room by a tran-
sient field hand, to bear one's
pregnancy in secret, and "finally,
to waste away and die in an in-
stitution-surely this is a fate
worse than mere deafness
(Children of a Lesser God), in-
curable disease (Whose Life is it,
Anyway?) or the effects of stroke
(Wings), to recall only a few of the
front-runners.
Agnes eventually relinquishes
our sympathy by turning vic-
timizer. Her devotion to God has
done nothing _to' mitigate the
"badness" her mother accused
her of; if anything, the convent
has served as pressure cooker, No
one who truly loves a loving God
could murder her own child,
however miserable her own
childhood. When Agnes strangles
her newborn baby, she. denies
thereby either her love for God or
His loving nature. If she does not
love God, she reduces to a
psycopath, If God is not love, all
religion is sham, and nuns are bar-
ren witches. Eitner way, Agnes
has made the transition from vic-
tim to pariah .
. If this were serious drama, a vi-
sion of the human spirit would
emerge, transcending the. narrow
definitions of convent and clinic.
It is titillating melodrama, a
hodge-podge of time-honored
Catholic excesses (stigmata that
materialize onstage before our
very eyes are awarded with gasps,
but not the consideration they
merit-unless Agnes is as phoney
as the prop man's pellets of red
dye) and stagey psychoanalytic
tricks that raise the demon but
never deal with it.
Agnes, remarkably unreflective
for a member of a contemplative .
order, has no viable vision to offer
us. Her.' personal religious-
ecstasies have no moral force; the
poor deprived thing is tripping out
on baseball cards of the' saints as-
distraction. from her dim-witted
obsession with vengeful' self-
denial. She can only transmit to
us her, own horror and
helplessness as the story of· her
dismal, brute, unenlightened life
unfolds with all the delicate in-
sight of a Daily News headline.
In the face of miracles of faith
and sadism, Agnes is intellectually
mute, Dr. Livingstone, self-
indulgently - incompetent, and
Mother Miriam Ruth a meddling
old fool. Agnes of God is spec-
tacle compacted of the com-
pounded mistakes of a small circle
of dangerously un- or misin-
formed, inept and cruel women.
• • •
At the Music Box Theater, 239
West 45th Street, Monday
through Saturday at 8, with
matinees Wednesday & Saturday
at 2.





d. most famous gesture
e. significance in the history of
dramatic literature
5. What vegetable mystifies Peer
Gynt?







The Big "T" is back on Broad-
way at the- Brooks Atkinson
Theater through October 2. To
celebrate his return and annoy you









2. What Ibsen heroine had a
father fixation, played with
pistols, bullied her husband,
and destroyed the man she said
she loved?
3. Which of Ibsen's heroes falls to
his death, after affixing a
wreath to the weather vane of a
newly-built church? What is
his -profession, (also the Qlay'.s
title)?' ":. ...... • ...... " d, • ~" .,' ·r ? .........
coincidentally shares her name
with a well-known British
writer? (The Norwegian spell-
ing is with two k's; the English,
with two c's.)
7. What Irish playwright used his
post as London drama critic to
champion Ibsen's plays- against
considerable opposi tion? .
8. What have Harold Prince.
Betty Comden and Adolph
Green done to an Ibsen play?
9. The actress currently por-
traying Mrs. Alving on Broad-
way doesn't wear make-up
onstage because it obscures an
unusual physical manifestation
of emotion. Who is she? What
is it?
10. The central characters of an
Ibsen play (the answer to Ib
"above) are the victims, directly
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A t the Cheryl Crawford Theatre
at the Westside Arts Center, 4Q7
West 43rd Street. Tickets, SIB.In-
forma/ion, 541-~394.
Polly Pelt .
. ._prishly.., tIIeatricaI--:cOstIllDCS--by -"'-~~ eftDts '-and ,plorision --Offa- .::, ..,~:-:--­
MiChele' Reish•. ·1be'rour-pieee; -showease "for the taierits~'ot~1iii~-
multiply-instrumented live or- pressionists,. dancers and comics
chestra was under the sure, par- has recently gone untested.
ticipating hand of Jan Rosenberg. Cbulotte Sweet is evidence of the
The production was directed by potential popular appeal of such
Edward Stone. ventures. Somebody, take a hint..
The art of revue has gone to·
seed on the Broadway stage,
where it was once honed to perfec-
tion by such geniuses of popular
form as Moss Hart and Irving
Berlin. Its capacity for up-to-the-
minute satire of domestic and
..l?olly. P.en,-.a.Skitz¥~.~spIit-.
personality 'given to deftly-eccen-
tric manifestatious of her/his dual
vocal and physical selves, was a
comic wonder. With idiot grin and
gimlet eyes worthily reminiscent
of Fanny Brice, she managed to
get and stay farther out than




scenery was designed by Holmes
. Easley, and the appropriately
of a traditional and alien form. It
is' remarkable for its lack of
significance, It refuses to resonate
meaningfully-. As the evening pro-
gresses and the audience realizesit
is to be neither shocked nor
abused. but amused and play.ed
to with unrelenting good spirit.
the relief and relaxation in the
safe seats is palpable. Nor does it
pander. CIJarIotte Sweet is that
rare thing, an e atertairrment
without ambitions beyond itself.
Almost. The double duty the
songs are made to serve, to be at
once self-enclosed vignettes and
the means of. revealing character
while advancing plot, is imperfect-
ly fulfilled. Thirty clever songs
back-to-back taxes the most will-
ing audience; no song is a winner
in and of itself; each merges with
its predecessor and follower. Plot
and characters stay on the draw-
ing board; ingenious as it and they
are, one yeams for the details the
burden of song won't permit.
Barney Bugaboo is the de-
praved manager of the travelling
"Circus of Voices." a motley'
group of singers culled from the
loony bin, each with a peculiar
talent. Charlotte Sweet is a simpy
soprano coerced into their ranks
on the day her mother, a "chronic
shiverer" goes- to her rest.
Charlotte becomes the star attrac-
tion, loses her high notes under
the strain of multiple perfor-
mances, and is hooked on helium
by the. infamous. Bugaboo. The
."nimble" LudIo~ Lad. Grimble,
in drag as Queen Vieto~rescues
'h1. young'iOyewith-iiie~aid-o{h~-'
father, who masquerades as a
bobby for .: the purpose.
The cast is wonderful, imper-
sonating this band of weirdos with
a thoroughly committed (commit-
table?), abandoned inanity.
There is no condescension in this
nostalgic, silly romp, either to
material or spectator. At a Sun-
day evening show, they performed
their soles off. The singing is
uniformly excellent.
By Erin Blackwell
Charlotte Sweet, at the Cheryl
Crawford Theater, is two hours of
unrelieved song. Via solo turns




The story of a sweet young
thing exploited by a ruthless old
man says Dickens._Her subse-
quent enforced addiction to
helium says Gorey.' The score Says
British music hall,
While lamenting the inroads of
illiteracy on Broadway musical
stages-the Olympian Mr. Sond-
heim aside-one is apt to
underestimate the value of even
the most hackneyed Broadway
ballad as a considerable improve-
ment on. first. bad translations of
sugary turn-of-the-century Vien-
nese operettas, second, the linear,
romance-obsessed productions of
Tin Pan Alley, and always, the
recycled melodies and limiting
punning of our British cousins.
The strength of a Broadway
musical song rests not in its clever
conceit or conspicuously in-
genious rhyming, but in its expres-
sion of character in action. The
Broadway musical, at its best, is
sophisticated, off-its-high-horse
opera.. ·At its worst, it still' moves
and breathes .and pulses.
In keeping with the tradition of
the music hall, Gerald .Jay
Markoe's music borrows 011
established musical conventions'
Wltaintedby.theunique personali- .
ty.of the composer, His music is
varied and pleasing.
Michael Colby's lyrics are
unremittingly resourceful in
their rhymes and word play.
Emotional expression is either
skirted or sentimentalized. Char-
acters sing light verse, not
poetry.
In this country and at this late
date there is no redeeming social
satire in spoofing the style of the
music hall. Chadotte Sweet suc-
ceeds instead as loving emulation
..-<
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DREAMS ARE WHAT FUTURES ARE
~ MADE OF. CREATIVE MINDS CONJURING
UP IMAGES THAT CAN BE CHANG\ED INTO
REALITIES.
IT IS OUR IMAGINATION THAT
KEEPS US GOING~ CHALLENGING US TO
GO BEYOND THE CLASSROOMS AND THE
TEXTBOOKS~ AND TO TRY OUR HANDS AT
CASTLE BUILDING. IMAGINATION" I"S
WHAT BROUGHT DOROTHY"AND TOTO TO
OZ AND HOME AGAIN. IT'S WHAT OUR
STUDENT ACTIVITIES PROGRAM THRIVES
ON~ AND WE NEED YOUR INSPIRATION.
"'"
WE ARE IDEALISTS~ ROMANTICISTS
AND VISIONARIES~ AND OUR EXCITEMENT
IS CONTAGIOUS.









Office of· Student Activities












A· Versatile Jet Draft
In 1981 the Jets did a complete turnaround after an 0-3 start and
went on to compile the fifth best record in the NFL (10-5-1) enroute .
to making the playoffs for the first time in 12 years. It not only con-
verted the "Shea boo-birds" to soaring Jet fans, but it was even-
more important to the Jets, who finally played as a tearn .. and learned
how it felt to win. /
The exploits of the front four (The New York Sack Exchange). the
clutch performances of quarterback-Richard- Todd, together with the
limited (due to injury) yet scintillating runs by rookie running back
Freeman McNejl, not only helped to rack up the second best record
in the NFL (10-2-1) over the last 13 weeks of the regular
season-Super Bowl champion San Francisco had an 11-2 mark -
. . . \
but also secuted the job of Head Coach Walt Michaels; at least for
another season.
After the 12 rounds of the NFL players draft had ended, it was ob-
vious that the Jets had drafted to provide depth at all positions.
Their top three selections typify that thrust. First round draft
choice, Bob Crable, a linebacker from Notre Dame, led the Irish in
tackles 31 times in 34 starts, and is theirall-time le.c¢ing tackler with
a total of 521. Crable, who can play inside oroutside, is likely to see
more action in the latter position, as veteran Stan Blinka should re-
tain his starting middle linebacker job.
Reggie McElroy, the Number 2 draft choice, playedtackle at West
Texas State, but is also being citedas a guard by Walt Michaels, The
6'6", 270-pounder was a 4-year starter at tackle and was a first team
All-Missouri Conference selection by AP and UPI in 'his senior year.
But probably the most valuable draftee will 'prove to be their
Number 3 choice, running back Dwayne Crutchfield from Iowa
State. The Jets were hit byinjuries at this position last year, and
Crutchfield could be just what the doctor ordered.
He is well-known for his durability; as he rushed for over l,()()t)
yards and carried the ball 30-35 times per game in his last two years at
college, He was AP and ur-r All-Big 8as a senior and as a junior,
and paced the Big g in rushing in 1981· with 1,189 yards.
Crutchfield will not onlyadd more power to the Jets' running
game. but will also be involved in thepass'ing. game. His 24
receptions for 154 yards in 1981. attests to his ability to do that just

































































































GA Y ·STUDENTS ALLIANCE'
wishes.
all students a·
Constructive Academic Year ..
.... ,--
The Hilarious Comedy .by Kaufman and Hart
AUDITIONS
Tuesday - Sept. 21st 2p.m. to 6
Wednesday Sept. 22nd 4p.m. to 8
Thursday Sept. 23rd 4p.m. to 8
PLACE: 23rd Street Auditorium; first floor.
PARTS (Female): Penny, "a round little woman in her early fifties, comfortable
looking, gentle, ho~ey.•• '·; Essie, " about 29, very slight, a curious air of the pixie
about her"· Rheba, in her thirties; Alice, "lovely, fresh young girl of about 22•••in, .
daily conatact with the world•.•but she is a Sycamore for all of that"; Gay Well-
ington, an actress who likes to drink; Mrs. Kirby, Tony's mother, somewhat pom-
pous, a spiritualist: Olga Katrina, Grand Duchess. cousin to the Czar, now is a cook
at. ClJilds, but slJe rises above everythi~g••.
..
(Male); Paul, "in his mid-fifties but with a kind of youthful air. His quiet charm and
mild manner are distinctively engaging•.•"; Mr. De Pinna, " a bald-headed-little
man with a seriousmannern •••used to be the ice man; Ed, "nondescriplyoung man
inbis mid 30s," plays the xylophone and runs a printing press for fUD;· Donald,
Rheba·s beau,."QR. relief;· Grandp~·· Vanderhof, . "about . 75, a wiry little
man,.,youlhfurface.-hiseyes are very -much alive•••"; Mr. Kirby, a boss•••suffers
from indegestiou•••secret desire to play the sax8phone; Henderson, represents the
liternalRevenue serviee••..ql)ick., effieient•••; Tony Kirby, the boss's son, "a per-
.·.~bllab~ Y~~~g·man,· net long outof YaIe•••his· face has something of the idealist· in
it •••"; Kolenkhov, "enormous, hairy, loud, and very, very Russian." Three FBI
men.
LECTUR~ ON POLITICS AND SEXUALITY.





BE WITH SOPHISTICATION DIGNITY AND PRIDE •.
G.S.A.. Room 5 2 3 23 str. CLUB Hours.
. .
"ATIENTION -·FEBRUARY~1983· GRADUATES PLUS
FEBRUARY. AND JUNE,. -19I.3~··ACCOVNTING
GRADUATES: IF·YOiJ-HAVE· NOT '.YF;r ·.HEARD·-(!}
OVER 70ORGAN~TIONS WILL BE RECRUrtiNG ~T·.
BARUCH THIS· FALL. CONTAcr ·TRE··-PLACEMEN'I'
OFFICE IMMEDIATELY FOR .FuRTHER INFoRMA-
. .. .' .' ~ ". ' .
TION REGARDING ON-eAMPUSINTERVIEWS' -'
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New Board to be Established




For seven years Baruch
College's Intramural Department
has attempted to provide athletic
activities and facilities for its
students; particularly those unable
to participate in varsity programs.
Surprisingly, however, many
students are unaware that these
recreational activities exist. Ac-
cording to Intramural Director,
Tom Cracovia, students often
complain about the lack of
athletic facilities and equipment
when indeed they do exist.
"There have been students
who've gone to Baruch for four
years that have told me they never
knew Baruch had a swimming
pool or tennis courts,' , said
Cracovia.
Cracovia contends that all ef-
forts have been made to notify
students about the Intramural
program, however there has been
only minimum participation in
someof the intramural events.
While an appointment is needed
for the use of the tennis courts, all
other facilities require only an I.
-0. card and gym clothing. (See
schedule for hours).
Funded by the athletic depart-
ment, the intramural department
also operates a fully equipped
weight room, .which houses a
bench press, weights, punching.
bags and an exercise area.
Other events include the annual
basketball tournament, which
allows students to select and name
teams. "Running Rebels" won
the event last year.
Volleyball, table tennis, aerobic
dancing and the all-famous Mr.
and Ms. Baruch contests (which
are the most widely attended
events on campus) are also part of
the gala of events.
Winners of the events will be
presented with trophies at the
awards ceremony in May.
All students are encouraged to
participate in the Fall '82 ac-
tivities. To encourage participa-
tion, Cracovia hopes to establish
an Intramural Student Board,
which will meet on a monthly
basis, to offer ideas and sugges-
tions for upgrading the program.
For more information please
contact Tom Cracovia in room
-610 A, 23rd Street Building. And
remember. the program is de-
signed for student use. Partici-
pate!" Cracovia: "opes for pater ialefts. ill IDtnlDanis.
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Intramuraland Recreation Schedules
